ANTHOLGY FILM ARCHIVES
SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 1996


ANTONIN ARTAUD IN/AND CINEMA
DANA GORDON RETROSPECTIVE
NEW FILMS BY AUGIS VARKALIS

HOLLIS FRAMPTON'S MAGELLAN CYCLE
Louis Feuillade's Judex
Alain Fleischer Retrospective
at the COURTHOUSE GALLERY
BENEFIT SALES EXHIBITION & DANA GORDON

3 FILMS BY PETER SEMPEL:
JONAS IN THE DESERT
New Music-show in Remembrance of Jeffrey Lee Pierce

Film Noir
In Memory of Richard Schwarz

HENRY FLYNT: "3 in October"

BEST OF THE INDIES CURATED BY FABIANO CANOSA

ESSENTIAL CINEMA
KENNETH ANGER, BRUCE BAILLIE, JORDAN BELSON,
DOUGLASS CROCKWELL, DZIGA VERTOV, STAN BRAKHAGE